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CERUS TITAN P VFD QUICKSTART GUIDE 

For those that may be lost, a VFD is a variable frequency drive.   

Just as a precaution, all pump wiring configurations should be checked prior to starting a 

vacuum pump.  Many manufacturers wire their pumps to high voltage (408V/460V) and 

the configuration should be changed to 230V, or your applicable input voltage.   

Just to disclose that this quickstart guide is for taking single phase and converting to 3-

phase power.  To size your drive correctly, take 𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐻𝑃 𝑥 1.73 = 𝑉𝐹𝐷 𝐻𝑃 . Then you 

need to round to the next biggest size drive.  Generally as a rule of thumb we like to tell 

our customers to take their motor HP and double that to give VFD HP.  This gives the 

customer some wiggle room.  Cerus Titan P drives are offered in 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 

and 40HP.  If you get a number that is for example 15.9 VFD HP, round to 20HP.  Here 

at MES we have recently seen a number of drives that were “close enough” and after a 

few years in service, they failed.   A properly sized VFD will last decades.   

Wiring the Drive: 

 



 Take your two single phase power wires and connect them to R(L1) and S(L2) 

 Connect motor three power wires to U, V, and W.   

 Connect both the motor ground and the incoming ground wires to G.   

 Make sure that the wires to the motor have a different conduit than the incoming 

wires.   

There are many ways to connect the wires.  Some use crimps and some use lugs.  Here at 

MES we like to use lugs.  Each VFD size uses a little different size lug.  We also like to 

put a little tape around the lug to remove any risk of arcing. :  

 

 

Wiring the transducer and jumper: 

There are many different vacuum transducers out on the market.  Here at MES we use 

Setra model 209 transducers.  They are the most reliable transducer we have found.  We 

are willing to spend the little extra money for the highest quality.  We have seen some 

less expensive transducers fail in the middle of the season.   

 



Wire the transducer as follows: 

 Red goes to V+ 

Black goes to I 

Shield goes to 5G 

 

A small 18 AWG jumper wire should be put between the following:  CM and M7 

This allows the drive to automatically restart when the power goes out and comes back 

on. 

 

Programming the VFD: 

Cerus Titan P drives can now be programmed so that when you chose a command, it is in 

inches of mercury (inM displayed on the VFD).  The following steps should be taken to 

achieve this on the newer programming style. 

To become familiar with the keypad: 

 



Parameters to setup: 

SET-00: Vacuum 

SET-01: 1-Phase 

SET-02: Motor HP  **Note that if your pump HP is not available, round to next highest 

pump HP 

SET-03: Motor full load amps (FLA) 

SET-07: 230V 

SET-08: Motor Voltage 

SET-09: Keypad  (set for Remote-1 if using the jumper wire or wiring in the moisture 

trap switch) 

SET-10: Keypad-1 

SET-11: 20 sec  **personal preference on how fast you want pump to speed up 

SET-12: 30 sec  ** again personal preference 

SET-13: 33 Hz  ** each pump will be different.  I would suggest not going under 30 Hz 

for liquid ring pumps.  If using the Atlas Copco Rotary Vane, set for 45 Hz 

SET-14: 60 Hz 

SET-15: Reverse Prevention 

SET-16: Decel 

SET-20: Yes 

SET-21: I 

SET-22: inHg 

SET-23: 0.1 

SET-25: 29.9 inHg 

SET-26: 27 inHg     **this is not critical or accurate.  Just put a number in as you will 

change this when the drive is running.  The drive needs a value to save parameters. 

SET-27: PID Low Limit 

SET-90: Cntl&Ref Run  **this coordinates with CM/M7 jumper 

FG2-91: change to yes and press enter.  This will default to no when action has been 

taken. 

 

After you have completed these steps, power off the VFD and power back on.  You are 

now looking for this screen: 

 

 



 

The display may have a K/K on it instead of T/K.  Do not be alarmed.  You are now 

going to press the FWD on the drive and look at the rotation of the motor.  If the rotation 

of the motor is correct, you are all set.  If the rotation is off, press STOP.  You will want 

to switch terminals U and V.  You can also switch V and W if you desire.  Switching the 

lugs around will reverse the direction of the motor.   

 

You need to be in remote mode on the drive at this point.  The LOCAL/REMOTE 

button will toggle between the two modes.  In the DRV 00 screen, if you are in local 

mode you will see 00L.  If you are in remote mode you will just see 00.   

 

Changing the command: 

 

In the DRV 00 screen, if you push ENTER this will bring you to the following screen: 

 
 

If you have programmed the drive correctly, the Hz will be replaced by inM.  Input your 

desired inches of mercury and you can press enter.  Again the FWD button will start the 

drive up.   

 

 

If you have any questions about VFD’s, programming, or pumps, do not hesitate to call 

or email us (info@mapleexperts.com). 

 

 

MES are not licensed electricians and anything in this quickstart guide is to be used at 

your own risk.  By accessing or printing these instructions you have assumed all 

responsibility.  This guide is for informational purposes only.  It is suggested that you 

hire a licensed electrician for your electrical installations.  Please be aware that you are 

assuming all risk if you install yourself.   
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